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Expre ss

Welcome to the Geronimo Stilton Academy,
where learners become mouse-ter-ful readers and writers!
Based on the best-selling children’s book series, this series motivates learners to
read, and develops their comprehension skills through structured exercises.
Welcome to the Geronimo Stilton Academy! Here at our prestigious academy,
we will prepare you to become mouse-ter-ful readers and writers, like me!
Through our special Pawbooks series, you will get to know more about my
amazing adventures and maybe even write some mousingly wonderful stories
yourself! Learning English will become as enjoyable as chewing off a large chunk
of cheese!

Sales Points
• The Geronimo Stilton Academy Pawbooks are specially designed for children to
learn more about Geronimo’s whisker-licking good adventures
• Builds on students’ interest in Geronimo to develop comprehension, vocabulary
and grammar skills
• Students read excerpts of Geronimo’s fa-mouse-ly funny stories and make their
way through the triple-cheese-levels of questions
• Guided and structured mouse-xercises develop children’s reading skills and
make learning English as enjoyable as chewing off a large slice of cheese!
• English skills series in 3 levels: Basic, Intermediate and Advance to cater to
students aged 8-13
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COMPREHENSION
PAWBOOK LEVEL 2
CONTAINS EXCERPTS FROM FOUR GERONIMO STILTON TITLES!

1. Each four-page unit starts with an
excerpt of a chapter of a Geronimo book
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No More Than

No More Than Two Pounds!

golf tournament. He heard one of the golfers is
planning on cheating. Now we have to take a flight
to Mouseport! What have I gotten myself into?

I ran home and crammed my clothes into my suitcase. I was
so rushed I forgot to call back OOK.

Chew on it!

Stylised
fonts

“Over here, Grandson!” my grandfather
called.

1. What did Grandfather
tell Geronimo to do?

2. Why did Grandfather
want Geronimo to pack
light?
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No More Than

Two Pounds!

Circle the correct answers.
1.

MCQs

2.

3.

Stylised
fonts

4.

Why do you think Geronimo was livid?
(1)

He found out why Grandfather told him to pack light .

(2)

He rushed to the airport but Grandfather was nowhere in sight.

(3)

He had to pay extra for the heavy luggage.

(4)

He forgot to bring his wallet.

(1)

He had a backache from rushing to the airport.

(2)

He played too much golf.

(3)

He had to carry all the heavy luggage.

(4)

He was at the gym the day before.

3. Who is
The Golf Legend

Grandfather was
talking about?

Question

4. Why would
Geronimo check
his seat belt three
times?

5. What was Geronimo
supposed to have
after the flight?

3
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4. Graphic related activity to develop
students’ visual comprehension skills
No More Than

Two Pounds!

Number the events 1, 2, 3 and 4 as they took place on the plane.
Then, fill in the thought bubbles to show what Geronimo was thinking!
On the plan
e with G
randfather!

Full page

Why did Geronimo not enjoy the flight with Grandfather?
(1)

Grandfather did not let him take the window seat.

(2)

Grandfather would not stop talking.

(3)

Grandfather made him do many unreasonable things.

(4)

Grandfather snores.

How can you tell that Geronimo was afraid of Grandfather?
(2)

Illustrations

Key chain with
number 18

Why did Geronimo’s back scream in pain?

(1)

5.

Another
silver cup

massive headache coming on. What a trip!

*Reading passage taken from The Giant Diamond Robbery

3. Multiple Choice/Open-Ended Questions
assess students’ understanding at the literal and
inferential levels

Golf ball

Photo of Shortpaw’s
first golf instructor

I should have known it wouldn’t be an easy flight.
Grandfather drove me crazy!
(1) First he insisted I ask the flight attendant for a glass of
water with ice cubes shaped like golf balls.
(2) Then he wanted boiling hot coffee in his lucky mug.
(3) And then he wanted the sports page of the newspaper!
(4) Finally he ordered me to read a book called The History of
Golf for Dummies. “I’ll quiz you after the flight,” he smirked.
I felt a

I dragged everything to the
check-in counter, where the
ticket agent made us pay an
expensive fee because the
luggage weighed so much.

2 2

“No time for chitchatting, Grandson. My fans are waiting.
William Shortpaws, The Golf Legend, cannot miss
the plane!” he squeaked.

Answer

Photo of
Cheesita Lopez

A silver cup

Grandfather pushed his way to the front of the boarding line.
Two minutes later, we were in our seats. Grandfather took
the window seat, which was fine with me. Did I mention I’m
afraid of heights? After I checked my seat belt three times,
we took off.

I was livid. So that was why
Grandfather wanted me to pack
light! He wanted me to carry all
of his stuff!

Illustrations

“I need to tell you something important …” he whispered.

Wooden owl

But before he could continue, Grandfather dragged me
away.

I repacked my stuff in a smaller bag, making sure I
put in only the essentials. Then I raced to the airport.
Grandfather was nowhere in sight.
Suddenly, I heard someone calling me. I looked around,
but all I saw was a huge mountain of luggage in the
corner. Then a face popped out from behind it.

No wonder the luggage
weighed so much!
Grandfather packed all
his lucky charms along!

Cheese niblets! It was OOK! I rushed to the boarding
gate. Kornelius was hiding behind a newspaper.

Just then the phone rang. It was Grandfather.
“Make sure you pack light,” he squeaked. “And I mean really
light, Grandson. No more than two pounds. Now move it!
Move it! Move it!”

Two Pounds!

My back screamed in pain. Just then we heard an
announcement over the loudsqueaker:
“Mr. Von Kickpaw is waiting for Mr Stilton
at Boarding Gate C12!”

Grandfather wants me to be his caddie at the

Book
cover

2. Whilst reading questions, encourage
students to think about the story as they read

4

He let Grandfather take the window seat.
He did everything Grandfather told him to do even when he did not like it.

(3)

He told, OOK that he was afraid of Grandfather.

(4)

He didn’t dare to look at him in the eye.

Why did Geronimo feel a massive headache coming on?
(1)

He had motion sickness.

(2)

He forgot to take his medication.

(3)

Grandfather was giving him a lot of stress.

(4)

He was scared of flying.

Yikes! Grandfather
"Yikes!
"

I’m really
reallyscares
scared of Grandfather!
me!”

4
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Pawbook 3

Skills
focus:

Word formations, word and sentence
level activities. Includes theme-related
nouns, verbs, suffixes, adjectives,
synonyms

Sentence and short text level
activities. Includes prefixes,
synonyms/antonyms, word clines,
idioms, onomatopoeia

Word and text level activities. Includes
theme-related words and phrases,
prefixes suffixes, word clines, word
analogies

Features
excerpts
from:

#1 Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye
#2 The Curse of the Cheese Pyramid
#3 Cat and Mouse in a Haunted House
#4 I’m Too Fond of My Fur!

#5 Four Mice Deep in the Jungle
#6 Paws off, Cheddarface!
#7 Red Pizzas for a Blue Count
#8 Attack of the Bandit Cats

#9 A Fabumouse Vacation for
Geronimo
#10 All Because of a Cup of Coffee
#11 It’s Halloween, You ’Fraidy Mouse
#12 Merry Christmas, Geronimo!

The Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbooks
are specially designed for you to know more about my
Comprehension Pawbook 2
whisker-licking good adventures as you
features excerpts from:
• read excerpts of my fa-mouse-ly funny stories,
#44 The Giant Diamond Robbery
• make your way through our triple-cheese#48 The Mystery in Venice
#51 The Enormouse Pearl Heist
level of questions, and
#55 The Golden Statue Plot
• work out with our carefully crafted
mouse-xercises.
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Comprehension

Other titles in this series:

Comprehension Pawbook 2

To parents and educators:
Research shows that learners learn better when they are engaged and motivated.
This series has been developed to build on children’s interest in Geronimo Stilton to
develop their literacy skills through a series of guided and structured exercises.

For over 90 years, teachers and parents have recognized
Scholastic as a trusted name in learning. Scholastic continues this
successful history by remaining focused on encouraging children
to learn to read and love to learn, helping teachers carry out their
important jobs and supporting parents in their role as their child’s
first teacher.
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Welcome to the Geronimo Stilton Academy! Our prestigious academy will prepare
you to become mouse-ter-ful readers and writers, like me! Get to know more about
my amazing adventures through our special Pawbook series and write some
mousingly wonderful stories yourself! Learning English will become as enjoyable
as chewing off a large chunk of cheese!
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Pawbook 3

Skills
focus:

Predicting, inferring, sequencing,
comparing and contrasting,
recalling details and main ideas

Additional skills such as drawing
conclusions and summarizing

Additional skills such as giving
reasons, stating opinions and
point of view

Features
excerpts
from:

#57 The Stinky Cheese Vacation
#46 The Haunted Castle
#43 I’m Not a Supermouse
#42 The Peculiar Pumpkin Thief

#44 The Giant Diamond Robbery
#48 The Mystery in Venice
#51 The Enormouse Pearl Heist
#55 The Golden Statue Plot

#50 This Hotel is Haunted!
#45 Save the White Whale
#56 Flight of the Red Bandit
#52 Mouse in Space
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Pawbook 2

Pawbook 3

Skills
focus:

Includes common and proper nouns,
simple sentences, simple
present tense, modal verbs

Includes subject-verb agreement, to
the infinitive, adjective placement,
quantifiers

Includes indefinite pronouns,
gerunds, active and passive voice,
complex sentences

Features
excerpts
from:

#13 The Phantom of the Subway
#14 The Temple of the Ruby of Fire
#15 The Mona Mousa Code
#16 A Cheese-Coloured Camper

#17 Watch Your Whiskers, Stilton!
#18 Shipwreck on the Pirate Islands
#19 My Names is Stilton, Geronimo
Stilton!
#20 Surf’s Up, Geronimo!

#21 The Wild, Wild West
#22The Secret of Cacklefur Castle
#23 Valentine’s Day Disaster
#24 Field Trip to Niagara Falls

WHY DO KIDS LOVE
GERONIMO STILTON BOOKS?
“They are funny, clever,
and have lots of funny
mouse jokes.”

“I like the way the book is printed with the
words being different colours and styles.”

told in
“Jokes and references always make you chuckle as it is
mouse language.”
“She loves it! It is good, clean humour and the
fonts are unique to a children’s book.”

“She loves it and I think those pictures are
very nicely drawn.”

“It has vivid, bright
illustrations that are really
nice … there are pictures on
almost every page.”

5

fun!

is created to be
Sam and Sally provides hours of engagement with carefully
designed hidden picture puzzles that enable the child to effectively learn vocabulary
in context. In addition, a thoughtful question in each puzzle encourages the child to
think further about the picture and to articulate their thoughts.
Each book includes:
• 28 thematic picture puzzles with over 200 words
• 9 two-page challenge puzzles
• A thoughtful question in each puzzle to encourage thinking and speaking skills
• Visual discrimination skills practice
SCHOLASTIC SINGAPORE | PAPERBACK | NONFICTION | AGES 5+ | 280 X 215 MM | 64 PP | $8.00

Sam and Sally at Home

Sam and Sally Go to School

Sam and Sally Out and About

ISBN 9789814629836

ISBN 9789814629843

ISBN 9789814629850
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Sam and Sally In the City

Sam and Sally In the Countryside Sam and Sally at Work

ISBN 9789814559683

ISBN 9789814559690
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Sam and Sally Developmental Framework of Vocabulary
and Spatial Intelligence

COMING
SOON!
SOON

Question encourages thinking and
speaking

As children search for and color
the hidden pictures, they will learn
words relevant to their world in
engaging contexts, and practice
visual discrimination skills that
develop their spatial intelligence

Vocabulary through picture stories
My World of Words takes young learners on a
through picture
stories world.
delightful journey toVocabulary
discover
their
other titles in this series:

Helping Children Around the World to Read and Learn

Vocabulary through picture stories
bench

benches

sand
box
sand boxes
I SBN 98107- 1362- 2

Zig likes to sit on the bench.

Sue9 left
her spade and bucket in the sandbox.
789810 713621
see saw

Thoughtfully
constructed two-part
Anita and Jim go up and down on the see
saw.
picture stories engage

Ami is riding her new bicycle. It is red.
cycling track

cycling tracks

skateboard

Are tricycles allowed on the cycling track?

skateboards

1

jogging paths

11 path.
Alice and her dog are on the jogging
jungle gym

see saws

jungle gyms

10

6
8

Sammy is riding his skateboard on the cycling
track. He may get a scolding for that!

7

5
13
9

slides
4

slide

Illustrated dictionary with
Look at the little girl on top of the jungle gym!
likes going down the slide in the
simple
explanations and Dave
playground.
monkey bars sentences
monkey bars
example
builds swing swings
Tim is like a chimpanzee on the monkey bars.
pavilion

14

pavilions

12

Whee! Away I go on the swing, and now I am
back again!
tricycle

tricycles

If it rains, we will run to the pavilion.

ThinkingIt isquestions
and activities
easy to ride a tricycle because it has
three
wheels.
encourage learners to speak and write
Talk about
I enjoy going round and round on the
with confidence
roundabout.
roundabout

roundabouts

1. What do you see in the picture?
2. Who is happy?
3. Who is not happy?
4. What do you think is the matter?

2

3
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Key features:
• Thoughtfully constructed thematic, two-part picture stories draw
children into the context for learning

Words

Vocabulary through picture stories

akes the young learner on a delightful

•

Carefully selected key words provide essential vocabulary for
speaking and writing

•

Thinking questions and activities ensure engagement while learning
target vocabulary

•

Picture stories, questions and activities provide ideas for speaking
and writing

of

Words

Vocabulary through picture stories

takes the young learner on a delightful
Scholastic
journey to discover the world around them.
In this series:
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For over 90 years, teachers and parents have recognized Scholastic
as a trusted name in learning. Scholastic continues this successful
history by remaining focused on encouraging children to learn to
read and love to learn, helping teachers carry out their important
jobs and supporting parents in their role as their child’s first teacher.

Scan this QR code for more
My World picture stories!

     

Scan this QR code for more
My World picture stories!

  
www.scholastic.com
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My World of Words

My World of More Words

My World of People

ISBN 9789814629829

ISBN 9789814629904

ISBN 9789814559676

Borrowed Words In Action is a two-book series that presents 120 words from other languages that have been ‘borrowed’ by
English. Each word is clearly explained with its language of origin, a pronunciation guide, definition, example sentences, and a
humorous contextual cartoon in plain everyday English. This unique approach promotes reading and deepens understanding,
making the learning of what can be a tricky topic fun and effective for upper primary school aged learners.
SCHOLASTIC SINGAPORE | PAPERBACK | NONFICTION | AGES 9+ | 280 X 215 MM | 128 PP | $9.00
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IINN AAccttIIooNN

Borrowed Words In Action is a two-book series
which presents 120 words from other languages
that have been ‘borrowed’ by English. Each word
is clearly explained with its language of origin,
pronunciation guide, definition, example sentences,
and a humorous contextual cartoon in plain everyday
English. This unique approach promotes reading and
deepens understanding, making the learning of what
can be tricky topic fun and effective for learners of
all levels.

Borrowed
WordS
Other In Action mini-series

IINN AAccttIIooNN1

Borrowed Words IINN AAccttIIooNN Learning english through pictures 2

You would not
normally use
the word alia
to talk about diffe
s
rent names adop
ted by, for
example, auth
ors or actors. An
author may use
pseudonym, acto
a
rs, a stage nam
e.

Borrowed Words IINN AAccttIIooNN Learning english through pictures 1
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LEARNING ENGLISH THROUGH PICTURES

9

Borrowed
WordS

IINN AAccttIIooNN2
Learning english

through pictures

Book 1
ISBN 9789810906184
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AGES 4–5

Each $8.00
QTY

Scholastic Learning Express is a series of English language and mathematics activity
books spanning school years 0–3. The series develops self-confidence in the young
learner because it is filled with lots of motivating activities and features to make learning
both accessible and enjoyable. Each book includes: activities that support meaningful
learning; practice tests to ensure mastery; colourful stickers; and completion certificate.
SCHOLASTIC SINGAPORE | PAPERBACK | NONFICTION | 280 X 218 MM | 80 PP | $8.00

Learning
Express:
Numbers
1 to 10

Learning
Express:
Shapes and
Patterns

Learning
Express:
Alphabet and
Handwriting

ISBN
9789810713515

ISBN
9789810713522

ISBN
9789810713485

ª|xHSTILAy713515z

QTY

Learning
Express:
Reading
Skills

Learning
Express:
Learning
Skills

ISBN
9789810713492

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713492z

ISBN
9789810713508

QTY

Learning
Express:
Family and
Friends

10

ª|xHSTIL4y629706z

ª|xHSTILAy713508z

Learning
Express:
My Body

ISBN
9789814629706

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy71352 z

ISBN
9789814629690

QTY

ª|xHSTIL4y629690z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713485z

Over 1 million
Learning Express
titles have been
sold worldwide.
Learning
Express titles
cover English,
mathematics,
social studies and
science topics.

PICTURE BOOKS
Learning
Express:
Numbers
1 to 20

K2

AGES 5-6

Each $8.00

ISBN
9789810713560

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713560z

QTY

Learning
Express:
Phonics

ª|xHSTILAy713546z

QTY

QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713584z

QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713591z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713607z

ª|xHSTIL4y629737z

Learning
Express:
Subtraction

ISBN
9789810713614

ª|xHSTILAy713614z

ISBN
9789810713607

ISBN
9789814629737

Learning
Express:
Addition

QTY

Learning
Express:
Grammar
and Writing

Learning
Express:
Story
Comprehension

ISBN
9789814629768

ª|xHSTIL4y629768z

ª|xHSTIL4y629713z

ISBN
9789810713591

Learning
Express:
Word
Problems

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713539z

ª|xHSTILAy7135 3z

Learning
Express:
Phonics and
Reading
Skills

ISBN
9789810713584

Each $8.00

ª|xHSTILAy71357 z

QTY

ISBN
9789814629713

Learning
Express:
Handwriting
and
Vocabulary

L1

ISBN
9789810713539

Learning
Express:
People and
Places

ISBN
9789814629720

ª|xHSTIL4y629720z

ISBN
9789810713577

ISBN
9789810713553

Learning
Express:
Living and
Non-Living
Things

QTY

Learning
Express:
Alphabet and
Handwriting

Learning
Express:
Reading
Skills

ISBN
9789810713546

QTY

Learning
Express:
Shapes and
Patterns

ISBN
9789810713621

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713621z
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LEARNING EXPRESS
Learning
Express:
Phonics and
Reading Skills

L2

ISBN
9789810713638

Each $8.00
QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713638z

QTY

Learning
Express:
Grammar and
Vocabulary

Learning
Express:
Addition and
Subtraction

ISBN
9789810713645

ISBN
9789810713652

ª|xHSTILAy713645z

QTY

Learning
Express:
Multiplication

Learning
Express:
Time and
Measurement

ISBN
9789810713669

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy7136 9z

ISBN
9789810713676

QTY

Learning
Express:
Word
Problems

Learning
Express:
Reading
Skills

L3
QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713683z

ISBN
9789814629744

QTY

Learning
Express:
Grammar and
Writing

ISBN
9789810713683

Each $8.00

ª|xHSTIL4y6297 5z
ª|xHSTILAy713690z

ISBN
9789810713706

QTY

Learning
Express:
Multiplication
and Division

ª|xHSTILAy713713z

ISBN
9789810713720

QTY

Learning
Express:
Word
Problems
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ª|xHSTIL4y629782z

ª|xHSTILAy713720z

Learning
Express:
Non-Fiction
Comprehension

ISBN
9789814629782

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713706z

Learning
Express:
Fractions
and Graphs

ISBN
9789810713713

QTY

ª|xHSTIL4y62974 z

Learning
Express:
Addition and
Subtraction

ISBN
9789810713690

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713676z

Learning
Express:
Story
Comprehension

ISBN
9789814629775

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713652z

ISBN
9789814629751

QTY

ª|xHSTIL4y629751z

STUDY SMART
Scholastic StudySmart workbooks are high quality education resources based on
materials developed by teaching professionals for teaching professionals. Each
workbook is filled with age-appropriate and pedagogically sound activities that support
children on the road of learning and mastery.

Sales Points:
• Pedagogically sound activities developed by teaching professionals

SCHOLASTIC SINGAPORE | PAPERBACK |
NONFICTION | 280 X 218 MM | 80 PP | $8.00

• Parent notes containing additional activities to extend learning
• Workbooks are developed based on a specially created Learning Grid to make it easy
for parents to select the right materials for their child and to track progress

Numbers 1 to 30

Reading Skills Builder

ISBN 9789810713737

ISBN 9789810713751

ISBN 9789810713775

AGES 4–5

ª|xHSTILAy713751z

ª|xHSTILAy713737z

K1

QTY

Each $8.00

ª|xHSTILAy7137 5z

Letters A to Z

QTY

QTY

Reading Skills Builder

ISBN 9789810713768

ISBN 9789810713782

ª|xHSTILAy71374 z

K2
AGES 5–6

QTY

Each $8.00

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713782z

Numbers 1 to 30

ISBN 9789810713744

ª|xHSTILAy713768z

Letters A to Z

QTY

Comprehension Challenge Workbooks

Comprehension Challenge workbooks provide challenging reading passages with a systematic progression of questioning to evaluate
children’s understanding at various levels.
The series also challenges students to better decipher a variety of real-life texts that they encounter in daily life.

Each $8.00
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

ISBN
9789810781279

ISBN
9789810781293

ISBN
9789810781316

QTY

QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy781279z

ª|xHSTILAy781293z

ª|xHSTILAy781316z

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

ISBN
9789810781330

ISBN
9789810781354

ISBN
9789810781378

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy7813 0z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy781354z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy781378z
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STUDY SMART
Comprehension Skills

Comprehension Skills provides opportunities for structured and repeated practice of specific reading skills at age-appropriate levels to help
your child develop comprehension skills.
Every section targets a specific reading skill and the repeated practice of the skill ensures your child masters the reading skill. There are
extension activities that can be done for specific reading skills to encourage your child to delve even deeper into the texts.

Each $8.00
Level 1

Level 2

ISBN
9789810732851

ISBN
9789810732868

QTY

QTY

Level 3
ISBN
9789810732875
QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732851z

ª|xHSTILAy732868z

ª|xHSTILAy732875z

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

ISBN
9789810732882

ISBN
9789810732899

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy7328 2z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy73289 z

ISBN
9789810732905
QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732905z

English Practice Papers

English Practice Papers provide comprehensive assessment opportunities in vocabulary, grammar and reading comprehension - important
components of language acquisition.
This series enables assessment and evaluation of children’s progress in a skills-based test format that prepares them to sit English exams
with confidence.

Each $8.00
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

ISBN
9789810775681

ISBN
9789810775704

ISBN
9789810775698

QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy7 5681z

ª|xHSTILAy7 5704z

ª|xHSTILAy7 5698z

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

ISBN
9789810775711

ISBN
9789810775728

ISBN
9789810775735

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy7 571 z
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QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy7 5728z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy7 5735z

STUDY SMART
Grammar Builder

Grammar Builder lets your students review and apply essential grammar rules.
Knowledge of grammar is essential in ensuring your student understands the patterns and rules in the English language. As your student
progresses through the practice worksheets, he will strengthen the grammar skills needed to read and write well.
Grammar items covered in one level are reinforced at the subsequent level. This helps to ensure that your student consolidates his learning
of a particular grammar item and builds upon it.

Each $8.00
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

ISBN
9789810752569

ISBN
9789810752576

ISBN
9789810752583

QTY

QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy752569z

ª|xHSTILAy752576z

ª|xHSTILAy752583z

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

ISBN
9789810752590

ISBN
9789810752606

ISBN
9789810752613

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy752590z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy752606z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy752613z

Mathematics Practice Tests

Mathematics Practice Tests is a collection of examination papers aimed at providing cumulative assessment. Each workbook contains 8
examination papers and each examination paper consists of multiple choice problems, short response problems and extended response
problems. A variety of problem-types assess students’ knowledge, comprehension and application and analytical skills.

Each $8.00
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

ISBN
9789810732325

ISBN
9789810732332

ISBN
9789810732349

QTY

QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732325z

ª|xHSTILAy7323 2z

ª|xHSTILAy732349z

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

ISBN
9789810732356

ISBN
9789810732363

ISBN
9789810732370

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732356z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732363z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732370z
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STUDY SMART
Reading Skills Builder
Reading Skills Builder Levels 1 to 3 let your child practise essential reading strategies in meaningful ways while improving fluency and
comprehension.
Phonics knowledge has a positive effect on your child’s ability to decode words and is a reliable predictor of later skill in reading
comprehension. Sight word knowledge is also necessary for reading fluency and comprehension. As your child learns to recognise sight
words with accuracy and automatism, he reads more smoothly and at a faster rate.

Each $8.00
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

ISBN
9789810713799

ISBN
9789810713805

ISBN
9789810713812

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy71379 z

QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy713805z

ª|xHSTILAy713812z

Vocabulary Builder: Words with Multiple Meanings
Vocabulary Builder: Words with Multiple Meanings provides opportunities for children to expand their vocabulary and to use the different
meanings of words in a variety of sentences. It helps children to develop their comprehension abilities in a systematic way.
Children frequently encounter words in the English language that have more than one meaning and are often confused by the multiple
meaning of words. As they gain greater exposure to vocabulary in relevant contexts, they are more likely to learn the meanings and
strengthen their reading comprehension across content areas.

Each $8.00
Level 3–4

Level 5–6

ISBN 9789810730871

ISBN 9789810730888

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy730871z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy7308 8z

Write Better Sentences and Paragraphs
Write Better Sentences and Paragraphs provides opportunities for the systematic consolidation and further development of your student’s
writing skills from word to sentence to paragraph.
It can be a challenge to help students extend their writing skills. The fun and functional topics and variety of engaging exercises in this
book will both stimulate and encourage your student to develop the necessary skills to advance as an independent writer. As your student
encounters a variety of language and text features, they will learn to select and use the appropriate vocabulary, language structures and
techniques for their writing. Your student will also learn to plan, write, proofread and further improve their writing.

Each $8.00
Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

ISBN
9789810752620

ISBN
9789810752644

ISBN
9789810752637

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy752620z
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QTY

ª|xHSTILAy75264 z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy752637z

STUDY SMART
Writing Skills Builder
Writing Skills Builder provides in-depth coverage of key writing skills and helps children acquire techniques to improve their sentences
and paragraphs. Each workbook contains mini projects to consolidate students’ learning.
It is often a challenge to help children develop their writing skills. The high-interest topics and engaging exercises in this book will
both stimulate and encourage your child to develop the necessary skills to become an independent writer. As your child encounters
a variety of texts and language features, he will learn to select the appropriate language structures and plan, write and proofread his
writing.
Every section targets a specific skill and there are two mini-projects that are appropriately placed to ensure that your child uses the
skills he has picked up in previous sections.

Each $8.00
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

ISBN
9789810732790

ISBN
9789810732806

ISBN
9789810732813

QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732790z

ª|xHSTILAy732806z

ª|xHSTILAy732813z

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

ISBN
9789810732820

ISBN
9789810732837

ISBN
9789810732844

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732820z
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QTY

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy732837z

QTY

ª|xHSTILAy73284 z
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mission

Scholastic's
is built on helping
children learn to read and love to read.
We believe that
reading is a critical part of children’s
and

independent

learning growth.
With support from teachers, parents,

and schools, children choose from
Scholastic the books they want to read,
and
the pleasure
and power of

discover

Finding the right
can light an

reading.

book at the right time

emotional spark
within children that motivates them
to read
and

more, understand more,

read joyfully.

When that happens,
the
Everything becomes

world opens.

possible.

How to Place Your Order:
1. Enter your store details below.
2. Select titles and quantities required.
3. Return to Customer Service via email: orders@scholastic.co.nz
or fax (09) 274 8115, or return to your Territory Manager.
For any queries please contact enquiries@scholastic.co.nz or call (09) 274 8112.
DELIVER TO:

CUSTOMER CODE:

STORE NAME:
ADDRESS:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

CUSTOMER ORDER #:
DATE:

CONTACT SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND
Key Accounts Manager, Auckland
Michael Burnett
09 968 9802
029 968 9802

Waikato and Bay of Plenty:
Juhli Burnett
jburnett@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9837

Territory Managers
North and West Auckland, Northland:
Anne Preston
apreston@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9834

Central and Lower North Island,
Gisborne:
Irene Gibbs
igibbs@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9896

South and East Auckland:
Shelley Jones
sjones@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9836

Wellington and Lower North Island:
Julie Smart
jsmart@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9897

Christchurch and Upper South Island
(Ashburton North):
Lynne Andrews
landrews@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9898
Lower South Island and Otago:
Jeremy Ross
jross@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9899
Or contact our
Customer Services Team:
Phone: 09 274 8112 or 0800 724 652
Fax: 09 274 8115
Email: enquiries@scholastic.co.nz
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PICTURE BOOKS

www.scholastic.co.nz
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